MIRROR CUT® is the revolution
in knife sharpening technology








Wet Linish process = No Heat
= No Chipping or Cracking.
Less Friction makes for Easier Cutting
Superior Edge with remarkable
Cutting Edge Retention.
Less ‘Steeling’
Easier Cleaning
Minimal Metal Removal =
More Life from your Knife.
Less Sharpening = $$$ Savings

COMPETITOR
x 500

x 500

MR KNIFE is an ACCREDITED MIRRORCUT OPERATOR
Used under licence from FLAMIN SHARP PTY LTD
MIRRORCUT IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
FLAMIN SHARP PTY LTD

Accredited Mirrorcut operator
for any hills, Murray lands and
Riverland: Pro Sharp Services,
Darren, 0467 758 941

BLUNT KNIVES ARE DANGEROUS,
GET THEM SHARPENED BY

Flamin’ Sharp has taken sharpening to the next level
and has delivered 21st century technology to a stone age
problem.
Knife manufacturing technology has come a long way in
the last 30 years but unfortunately, up until the advent of
MIRROR CUT® knife sharpening methods have not kept
pace with these major changes. The Dry Grinding processes
used by most sharpening providers today are the same as
they were over 30 years ago and were the normal practice
which was not such a problem with the old carbon steel
knives with the wooden handles. Modern Knives are very
susceptible to the Heat Related damage caused by these
archaic methods. Modern Stainless Alloy knives require a
totally different approach regards sharpening.
Flamin’ Sharp recognised this problem and developed a
process that has become the new bench mark for modern
sharpening with MIRROR CUT®, which has brought Knife
Sharpening into the 21st century.

At home or at work...
we come to you!
Servicing Adelaide, Barossa Valley
& Yorke Peninsula

Testing by Independent Engineers revealed that there are
no adverse effects of heat related damage to our MIRROR
CUT® edge compared to knives sourced and tested from
our competitors.
Flamin’ Sharp also commissioned a series of photographs
magnified 500 times, of a 5mm section of blade which
clearly shows that the MIRROR CUT® edge has no
visible ‘Feather Edges’ compared to our competitors
with their edge clearly showing the effects of Dry Grinding
with Scoring, Galling and the cutting edge resembling a
wood saw.

/flaminsharp

We accept

Contact: Dan Turner
Telephone: 0402 610 296
flaminsharp.com.au

KNIVES, SCISSORS, TOOLS,
GARDENING EQUIPMENT,
BLADES

PRICE OF

REVOLUTIONARY SHARPENING!
ALL Knives

$8

Chefs knives, Butchers knives, Carving knives, Cleavers,
Bread knives, Hunting Knives, Fishing knives, Pocket knives,
Machetes, Filleting knives

Repairs of broken tips, chips, heal and
bolster re-alignments

$10 - $20

Robo Coupe Blades

$16

Large Industrial Robo Coupe Blades

$30

Blender blades

$16

Hedge clippers

$8

Shovels

$8

Forks

$8

Lawn edges

$8

Spades

$8

Hoes

$8

Power hedge trimmers

$50

Thermo Mix Blades

$25

Drills- Taper shank, reduced shank, all sizes

Industrial Can Opener Blades

$24

Steel drills

$2 - $5

Mandolins

$16

Masonry

$2 - $5

Mezzaluna’s

$10

Step drills

Meat Slicer Blades

$60

Left handed drills

Pizza Rockers

$30

Flat bottomed sheet metal

Dough Breaks

$10

Countersinks

Mincer Plates

$8

Spade bits – spurs on / spurs off

$15

Wood augers

Mincer Blades
Office guillotine blades

$50 - $100

Stick Blenders
Vegetable Slicers

$16
$16 - $24

Removal of scale and build up between
each vegetable slicer blade and housing
Hoffman Tools (911 Rescue Knives)

$5
$40

Sales service and repairs of Hairdressing
scissors, pet grooming scissors.
Left handed scissors can also be sharpened

Hand planer blades
Wad punches
Centre punches
Wood turning chisels

$25

Bevel

$45

Convex

$50

Cut throat razors

$10

Sewing scissors

$8

Dressmaking scissors

$8

Pinking shears

$8
$14

Kitchen scissors

$8

Dental / Surgical scissors

$8

Secateurs

$8

Axes, tomahawks, splitters

$8

$10
$5
$2 - $5
$3
$10
$5
$2
$10

Chisels

$10

Trencher heads

$50

Marvels

$10

Hole saws: up to 50mm

Thinning

Large Upholstery shears

$10
$2 - $5

Hole saws: 50mm – 100mm

$8
$10

Hole saws: 100mm – 150mm

$15

Rehau pipe cutters

$10

Nipple cutters

$10

T.C. circular saw blades (50c / tooth) min. charge $12
Tinsnips – wiss, gilbow

$16

Excalibur / Ezy shears

$30

bearing and pivot bolt replacement

$15

Stilsons

$10

Pipe threading dies and chasers

$10

Jack hammer chisels, picks and chasers

$15

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE GST

Prices are current as of May 2022. All prices are subject to change without notice and exclude GST. © Flamin Sharp Mobile Sharpening 2022

